• Performed a survey, analysis, and classification of software testing techniques relying on an operational profile (OP) and characterized the type and frequency of the software inputs during testing.
• Established an ontology-based approach used to verify UML model properties. The approach uses ontology related techniques and tools to represent UML knowledge and properties, specify models as instances of the ontology, and verify design correctness and completeness aspects.
• Formalized a hardware failure propagation methodology called Function-Failure Identification and Propagation (FFIP) analysis framework for extension to the software-hardware system design.
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• Developed full set of models for an electrical power system test-bed. liquid rocket engine, and boiling water reactor and implemented failure scenarios using FFIP in Simulink and ModelCenter.
• Developed new logic rules based on flow state to handle failures (vs. nominal modes) using functional modeling and implemented rules on the 3 applications above.
• Started the design of an electro-mechanical actuator testbed using FFIP fundamentals to serve as a testbed for our methodology and tools, to be flown at NASA Ames on Airforce and Army platforms to test models and assumptions about actuator failure indicators derived using FFIP.
• • Transferred knowledge gained from the AFOSR project into a funded effort through DARPAs Meta-ll program. 
